CLUB Literati holds ‘Book Talk and Meet the Author’ Event

CLUB Literati organised a ‘Book Talk and Meet’ the author event on Saturday. The book titled “Reality Bytes - Role of HR in Today’s World” is written by a young author Aparna Sharma.

The book has won many accolades. Its Hindi edition was released by Padamvir Singh, retired IAS and Director General Atal Bihar Vajpayee Institute of Policy Analysis. Dr Seema Raizada, President of Club Literati, welcomed the chief guest.

The book describes the fundamentals of HR practices, it is loaded with suggestions for those who manage people anywhere, explains complex HR concepts in a lucid and easy style. Based on her experiences, the book contains distilled wisdom of the best HR practices.

Speaking on the occasion, Padamvir Singh praised the book and recalled his own experiences of training at the LBS National Academy of Administration, Mussoorie, which he added. Author talked about how tactful handling of human resources can prove to be a boon for various organisations. He also highlighted the topic of competency requirement for particular jobs and raised another topic “where is the good work?”

Author Aparna threw light on three categories of writers. One who aspires to write and someone else publishes the written work, another is self publishing one’s own write-up and the third is approached by a publisher to write on the topic. She said, ‘I was one among the third category people’.

Session was moderated by Dr Kanchan Bhatia, Professor of HR in BU. Proceedings were conducted by Asma Rizwan. Event was attended by many management enthusiasts, civil servants, and professors, members of Club Literati and members of Bhopal Management Association.